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ABSTRACT Lately, the deployment of heterogeneous wireless networks has emerged, as part of the
5G vision, to cope with the users’ exaggerated service demands. In this context, the application of
Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) technique constitutes a promising solution to facilitate a
balance between spectral efficiency and system complexity. In this article, we consider the problem of
joint user association and uplink power allocation, in heterogeneous 5G wireless networks, employing
NOMA technology. The coupled problem is treated under an incomplete information scenario, where
the Base Stations (BSs) have statistical only knowledge of the users’ channel conditions. To deal with
the incompleteness of Channel State Information (CSI), a Contract Theory (CT) based approach is
introduced. A Reinforcement Learning (RL) based methodology, capitalizing on the provided feedback
from the communication environment is initially adopted, in order to achieve the users to BS association
in an iterative and distributed manner. The problem of uplink power allocation is subsequently formulated
as a contract between each BS and its corresponding users. The optimal power is thus obtained as the
solution of the optimization of each BS’s utility function, while ensuring the optimality of the utility
function of each associated user, given the unique communications characteristics and type of each user.
Detailed numerical evaluation of the performance of the proposed unified user association and power
allocation framework is provided, via modeling and simulation, illustrating its operation, features and
benefits, under densely deployed heterogeneous environments.

INDEX TERMS Contract theory (CT), heterogeneous networks, incomplete information, non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA), power allocation, reinforcement learning (RL), user association.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ADVENT of 5G technology gives rise to an increased
usage of bandwidth-intensive and delay-sensitive

services, competing for the scarce radio resources [1]. To this
end, the introduction of small cells to the existing macrocell-
based infrastructure has provided an effective shift in wire-
less network architecture. Low power Base Stations (BSs),
such as femto, pico or micro BSs with a coverage area of a
few tens to hundreds of meters, increase network capacity,

while providing the required Quality of Service (QoS) [2].
The heterogeneity of network infrastructure is further pro-
moted by the advancement in Networked Flying Platform
(NFP)-assisted communications. Due to their flexible deploy-
ment, strong Line-of-Sight (LOS) links and controlled
mobility [3], NFPs can serve as a means of temporary data
traffic management and provide coverage in hotspot areas
or emergency situations [4]. Nevertheless, cell densification
is yet insufficient by itself to address the spectrum scarcity
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problem, calling for intelligent radio access and resource
management approaches. To further fill the requirements
for spectrum efficiency, resource usage fairness and massive
connectivity, Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) pro-
vides one of the most promising radio access techniques in
next-generation wireless communications. In contrast to con-
ventional Orthogonal Multiple Access (OMA) techniques,
where users occupy dedicated resources [5], NOMA allows
multiple users to multiplex in the power domain over the
same time/frequency/code resources, preventing the under-
utilization of system bandwidth [6], [7]. Advanced physical
layer and multi-user detection techniques, such as Successive
Interference Cancellation (SIC), are then, applied at the
receiver to decode the received superimposed signal and deal
with the interference problem. In the case of code-domain
multiplexing, different users are allocated different codes
and multiplexed over the same time/frequency resources,
such as multiuser shared access, sparse code multiple access,
and low-density spreading [8]. Furthermore, the interference
alignment technique has been proposed in the literature
towards improving the users’ achievable data rate according
to the interference levels and channel conditions [9], espe-
cially in the case of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
channels [10], [11].
Despite the plethora of research works that have adopted

and exploited the application of NOMA in heterogeneous
wireless networks, there are still important challenges to
be addressed, pertinent to its realization. In view of the
intrinsic interference caused by different users transmitting
over the same resources, advanced interference management
techniques are crucial to guarantee the performance gain of
NOMA. The latter, in turn, heavily depend on the coupled
problems of user scheduling and power control, stressing the
need for joint resource optimization schemes. However, one
of the key challenges faced by the existing resource allo-
cation approaches, directly affecting their effectiveness and
applicability, is the lack of perfect knowledge of the Channel
State Information (CSI) at the base station. Owing to the
inherent uncertainty introduced by the rapidly varying chan-
nels and the increased backhaul signaling overhead induced
by the deluge of user devices, perfect CSI is practically diffi-
cult to be achieved [12]. Nevertheless, when considering the
situation where only statistical CSI is available at the BS,
the private information of the user device regarding its expe-
rienced channel gain could be utilized to steer the resource
allocation procedure. In that sense, the problem of resource
allocation under statistical CSI can be modeled and treated
as an incomplete information problem [13].
To this end, a synergistic approach between the BSs and

their serving user devices is necessary to accommodate the
incompleteness of CSI on BSs’ behalf. Especially, a holistic
user-centric resource allocation mechanism could addition-
ally ameliorate users’ satisfaction and facilitate temporal
network deployments (i.e., NFPs), against a continuously
evolving heterogeneous environment. This poses the need
to scrutinize novel formal methods, in the field of wireless

networks, to mathematically formulate and treat the timely
resource allocation problem of joint user association and
power allocation from the users’ perspective. Our work
in this article aims exactly at addressing this problem, by
capturing and modeling the relationships among the actors
involved in such an interdependent NOMA-based wireless
system, while properly driving their behavior to mutual
beneficial operation points.

A. RELATED WORK
Driven by the fundamental concept of NOMA to multi-
plex users in the power-domain, several research works
have been devoted, so far, to the essential problem of
power control in NOMA-operated networks. Early work
by the authors in [14] introduced a fixed power alloca-
tion strategy that was further extended in [15] to account
for the distinct channel state of each multiplexed user.
Towards overcoming the drawbacks of fixed power alloca-
tions, dynamically adjusted power allocation schemes were
designed in [16], [17] for two-user and multiple-user NOMA
systems, respectively. Based on this groundwork, more recent
efforts targeted at addressing various joint resource allo-
cation problems in NOMA-based networks, such as joint
rate and power control [18], and joint spectrum and power
control [19].
Nonetheless, when employing NOMA in a multi-cell

network scenario, the interdependence between user to
cell association and power allocation should be taken
into account. Centralized solutions that iteratively optimize
user association and power allocation have been presented
in [20], [21], based on game theory (e.g., coalition for-
mation and matching games) and advanced optimization
techniques. Considering that such centralized approaches
usually fail to apply in more complex systems, significant
attention has also be drawn in the design of distributed
solutions. A semi-distributed approach towards user asso-
ciation, transmission mode selection, and power allocation
has been developed in [22]. Moreover, a cluster forma-
tion and power-bandwidth allocation algorithm executed
exclusively by each cell is proposed in [23]. Despite their
distributed structure and reduced computational complexity,
both works in [22], [23] optimize the subsequent prob-
lems under investigation at different stages and independent
of each other, instead of jointly addressing them. More
importantly, all aforementioned works [20]–[23] presume
perfect CSI at the BSs during the resource allocation pro-
cedure, which significantly limits their exploitability and
applicability.
Meanwhile, the issue of imperfect/partial CSI has received

considerable attention to secure the performance gain of
NOMA in practical implementations. Based on the long-
term statistics of channel realizations, stochastic methods
that model either the CSI or the channel estimation error
have been extensively used in the literature to evaluate the
performance of NOMA and to design effective resource
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allocation schemes. Primary efforts focused on identify-
ing the impact of partial CSI on different performance
metrics, such as the outage probability and the aver-
age sum rate [24], or the user fairness [17]. Power
allocation strategies under statistical CSI have also been
derived by the works in [25], [26], while more combinatorial
resource allocation frameworks for networks operating under
Multi-Carrier NOMA (MC-NOMA) have been proposed
in [27], [28]. All the aforementioned resource allocation
works (i.e., [25]–[28]) formulate centralized optimization
problems using probabilistic constraints on some outage
event. Following a series of observations and appropriate
simplifications, the constraints are subsequently reduced,
and the corresponding problems are transformed into non-
probabilistic ones.
An alternative formal method to mathematically formu-

late resource allocation problems under statistical CSI, that
promotes users’ involvement in the allocation procedure, has
been introduced in the literature of wireless networks, based
on the concept of Contract Theory (CT). Contract theory is
a field of economics that provides the mathematical founda-
tions to create mutually agreeable contracts or arrangements
between economic players in presence of complete or
incomplete information (often referred to as asymmetric
information) [29]. Under this concept, a principal/employer
creates contract bundles based on agents’/employees’ pri-
vate information, i.e., type, to motivate them provide back
their effort and hence, reveal their actual type. In wire-
less communications, contract theory has been already
used to provide mutual agreements between network/service
providers and user devices. Exemplified works in [30], [31]
have applied contract theory in Device-to-Device (D2D) and
cognitive communications, respectively, to incentivize users’
participation and contribution towards enhancing network’s
capacity.
Consequently, contract theory constitutes a particularly

prominent way to design resource allocation schemes that
consider imperfect/partial CSI, under a user-centric flavor.
Preliminary contract-based solutions of relevant resource
allocation schemes have been discussed in [13], [32], [33].
Both [32] and [33] model the problem of relay node selec-
tion in wireless networks, while each research work employs
a different multiple access technique, namely NOMA and
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA),
respectively. In these settings, the CSI of the prospective
relay nodes is regarded as their private information and only
the probability distribution of their types, i.e., channel gain,
is known at the BS. Embracing the idea of probabilistic CSI
at the BS, the authors in [13] confront the joint user asso-
ciation, and spectrum and power allocation problem from
a contract-theoretic perspective, while aiming at mitigating
the resulting interference in OFDMA networks. Nevertheless,
the OFDMA-based specific formulation assumed in [13] ren-
ders this approach inapplicable in NOMA-operated networks,
while its centralized nature restricts its applicability in terms
of network scalability.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS & OUTLINE
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one in
the literature that aims at exactly filling the aforementioned
research gaps, by removing the corresponding assumptions of
perfect CSI knowledge and treating the emerging challenges
associated with resource allocation in NOMA-operated het-
erogeneous networks. In particular, we propose a novel
framework that jointly tackles the user-to-BS association and
uplink power allocation in heterogeneous wireless networks.
The problem is formulated and solved under an incom-
plete CSI scenario, by introducing formal methods based on
Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Contract Theory (CT).
In our approach, the users learn autonomously and in

a distributed manner their most beneficial association to
the available BSs by observing the provided feedback from
the communications environment. Along with the user-to-
BS association, the users’ uplink transmission power levels
are, also, optimized via a contract-theoretic model. More
precisely, the users’ association in each iteration of the
proposed RL mechanism is probabilistically reinforced with
respect to their associated BS’s network-related and social
characteristics. With the term social characteristics, we refer
to the long-term BSs’ reputation formulated by the users’
expressed subjective opinion regarding the service that they
enjoy by the BS that they are associated with. The latter is
realized in our work through the novel use of the Bayesian
Truth Serum mechanism.
Subsequently, considering that perfect CSI is hard to

attain, we leverage the principles of contract theory and
introduce a power allocation mechanism that operates under
the scenario of incomplete CSI. A labor economics-based
relationship is developed among each BS and its associated
users. The BS rewards the users with personalized rewards
that depend on the user’s type, which is extracted based on
the user’s channel gain conditions. Accordingly, appropri-
ate utility functions are formulated for both the BSs and
the users. A power control optimization problem of each
BS’s utility function is introduced, while ensuring the opti-
mality of the utility function of each associated user, given
the unique communications characteristics of each user and
its type. The above optimization problem is solved and the
optimal users’ uplink transmission powers are determined.
Based on the above theoretical foundations, we study and

demonstrate via modeling and simulation the inherent char-
acteristics of the contract-theoretic uplink power allocation
under the cases of complete and incomplete CSI. Moreover,
the operation of the RL-based user-to-BS association mecha-
nism is illustrated in terms of the convergence to a beneficial
users’ association. A detailed comparative numerical eval-
uation of the proposed approach against other user-to-BS
association mechanisms is performed, showing the benefits
of the overall proposed framework in terms of power saving,
achieved data rate, and fairness among the users within the
heterogeneous wireless network.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

The overall considered model and assumptions, in terms of
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FIGURE 1. Heterogeneous wireless network topology.

system, network topology and user characteristics, are intro-
duced in Section II. Section III presents the contract-theoretic
power allocation design under both complete and incom-
plete information scenarios. In Section IV, the autonomous
user-to-BS association mechanism is introduced via exploit-
ing a reinforcement learning technique and the concept
of Bayesian Truth Serum. Also, the unified user associ-
ation and power allocation algorithm is discussed in the
same section. In Section V, a detailed numerical evaluation
of the performance of the proposed unified user associa-
tion and power allocation framework is provided, through
modeling and simulation, illustrating its operation, features
and benefits. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the uplink communication of a heterogeneous
wireless network consisting of |C| BSs, and let us denote
the corresponding set by C = {1, . . . , |C|}. Each BS in
the network, depending on its physical characteristics, fea-
tures, and capabilities, can be of different type. Indicative
examples of such different types of BSs are macro BSs,
small BSs (i.e., micro, pico or femto) or NFPs, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Let U = {1, . . . , |U|} denote the set of
users to be served by the network. Subsequently, a set Uc

of cardinality |Uc| represents the users associated with a
BS c at any given time. As a means of efficiently manag-
ing complexity and interference mitigation, we assume that
the total system available bandwidth B is sub-divided into
|C| different orthogonal frequency chunks, where accord-
ingly bandwidth Bc has been allocated to each BS c, such
that B = ∑

c∈C Bc. Moreover, we presume that the allocated
frequency chunks (i.e., channels) are exposed to frequency-
flat block fading, meaning that they can be considered
constant over their bandwidth, but can vary independently
with each other. Following NOMA principles, multi-user
spectrum sharing within the assigned bandwidth of a specific
BS is achieved through power-domain multiplexing, capital-
izing on the exploitation of channel gain difference among
users. As a result, the users associated with a BS c transmit
their signals on the entire BS’s available bandwidth Bc, and
distinguish themselves according to their transmission power
level, while SIC technique is applied at the receiver side to
have the signals properly decoded.

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.

A. UPLINK TRANSMISSION DATA RATE
Let us define as pcu the uplink transmission power of user
u communicating with BS c. The corresponding wireless
communication’s channel gain is indicated by Gcu and is
differentiated among the different BSs, e.g., Macro BSs
(MBSs), Pico BSs (PBSs), Networked Flying Platforms
(NFPs). More information regarding the channel gain for-
mulation specifics is provided in Table 1. Also, it is noted
that within the scope of our paper and analysis, all the BSs
considered to be equipped with a single antenna. Based on
the principle of SIC, without loss of generality, the channel
gains observed by a BS c are sorted in ascending order as
Gc|Uc| ≤ · · · ≤ Gcu ≤ · · · ≤ Gc1 and the signal of the highest
channel gain user is decoded first. When a signal is decoded,
it is subtracted from the superposition signal before further
decoding takes place. Hence, the interference sensed by a
user u associated with BS c can be expressed as:

Icu =
|Uc|∑

u′≥u+1

Gcu′ pcu′ + I0, (1)

where I0 is the power of zero-mean Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN). Adopting Shannon’s capacity formula, the
achievable data rate of user u pertinent to BS c is

Rcu = Bc log2
(
1 + γ cu

)
, (2)

where γ cu corresponds to the Signal-to-Interference-plus-
Noise Ratio (SINR) given by

γ cu = Gcu p
c
u

Icu
. (3)

B. CONTRACT BUNDLE
Given a user-to-BS association, each BS incentivizes its serv-
ing users to transmit with an appropriately selected power
that enables the decoding of their signal, by offering them
a contract bundle of {effort, reward}. The contract bundle
{pcu, r

c
u} designed by a BS c for a user u ∈ Uc consists of

the user’s effort, i.e., transmission power pcu, and its offered
reward by the BS c, denoted by rcu. The offered reward
is considered inversely proportional to the user’s sensed
interference Icu, defined as rcu = ρ/Icu, where ρ ∈ R

+ is a
reward factor. It is noted that the user’s sensed interference Icu
is determined by applying the SIC technique at the receiver,
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i.e., BS, as described in Section II-A, and it is computed
and determined following Eq. (1). The physical meaning
and interpretation of the reward is that the BS provides
a greater reward to users that experience less interference,
i.e., the worse channel gain users, since it expects greater
transmission power to decode their signals. This design
encourages fairness among NOMA users, who usually expe-
rience unequal data rates due to SIC prerequisites. Thus, the
BSs provide the rewards to the users in order the latter ones
to be incentivized to adapt their transmission power lev-
els towards enabling their transmitted signals to be decoded
by the receiver without burdening the overall communica-
tion environment with excessive interference. This process
is further detailed later in Section II-D.

C. USER TYPE
Each user associated with a BS is characterized by a type
that captures its private information related to its established
channel quality. We define the type of a user u ∈ Uc com-
municating with BS c as tcu = (Gcu · ∑|Uc|

u=1{1/Gcu})−1/2, tcu ∈
(0, 1], where Gcu corresponds to its channel gain. The
proposed novel formulation of the user’s type captures the
user’s relative quality of its channel gain within the examined
wireless communication environment with respect to the rest
of the users. It is noted that the introduced user’s type is
unique for each user within the system and acts as its per-
sonal identity and characteristic. In the following analysis,
we consider a fully heterogeneous networking environment
in terms of users’ channel gain characteristics and their cor-
responding types. Specifically, each user is characterized by
a unique type and thus, there are |Uc| types of users asso-
ciated with a BS c. By sorting the user types in ascending
order as tc1 < · · · < tcu < · · · < tc|Uc|, it is revealed that a user
of worse channel conditions is of higher type. Naturally, a
higher type implies that the user invests greater effort (i.e.,
transmission power) and thus, is rewarded more by the BS.

D. USER’S AND BS’S UTILITY
We define the user’s utility function Uc

u that depicts its per-
ceived satisfaction from the reward rcu provided by the BS
c, as well as its cost to provide its effort to the BS, i.e.,
transmission power pcu, as follows:

Uc
u

(
pcu

) = tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu. (4)

The first term expresses the user’s satisfaction depending on
its type tcu and its evaluation function of reward e(rcu). The
evaluation function is strictly increasing and concave with
respect to the user’s received reward (i.e., e(0) = 0, e′(rcu) >

0, e′′(rcu) < 0). For demonstration purposes and without loss
of generality, in the following we consider e(rcu) = √

rcu.
The physical meaning of the user’s utility function captures
the user’s “profit” by transmitting its data to the receiver
within a fully heterogeneous NOMA-based communications
environment.
Similarly, a BS c experiences a utility Uu

c = pcu − C · rcu
by each user’s u provided effort, while accounting for its

personal cost to provide the reward to the user, with C > 0
representing its unit cost. For simplicity in the presentation
and without loss of generality, we consider that all the BSs
experience the same unit cost C. However, the rest of the
analysis would hold true even if each BS was characterized
by a personalized unit cost Cc, as the latter is a constant value.
Also, it is noted that the BSs should sophisticatedly evaluate
their unit cost C in order to guarantee that the users’ available
battery is sufficient to participate in the personalized contract
bundles. In the typical and realistic scenario that the BS is
unaware of the user’s type, the BS c estimates the probability
λcu that the user u is of type t

c
u, with

∑|Uc|
u=1 λcu = 1. Therefore,

for a number of |Uc| users communicating with BS c, its
utility function is represented as follows:

Uc =
|Uc|∑

u=1

[
λcu · (

pcu − C · rcu
)]

. (5)

The physical meaning of the BS’s utility function captures
the probabilistic “profit” that the BS will experience by
incentivizing the users to adapt their transmission power
levels in order to avoid creating excessive interference in
the overall system, while enabling the BS to decode their
received signals.

III. CONTRACT-THEORETIC POWER ALLOCATION
In the following, the proposed contract-theoretic power allo-
cation mechanism, under both complete and incomplete CSI
scenarios is presented, based on the already defined contract
bundles, user types, and user and BS utilities. The power
allocation is formulated as a fully distributed optimization
problem executed by each BS of the system independently.
The objective of this distributed optimization problem is
to maximize the respective BS’s utility function subject to
its corresponding users’ constraints, which in turn ensure
their acceptance of the contract. As stated before, the con-
tract designed by a BS c for a user u ∈ Uc consists of the
user’s transmission power (i.e., user’s effort), and its corre-
sponding offered reward by the BS c. Accordingly, a set of
contract bundles between the BS and its serving users is the
outcome that we seek from this procedure. A thorough anal-
ysis on how to derive optimal contract bundles, meeting the
optimization objectives defined under complete and incom-
plete information scenarios, is pursued in the subsequent
sections. It is noted here that in the following subsections
we assume that the users have already been associated with
a specific BS. However, later on, in Section IV, we pro-
vide a fully distributed user-to-BS association procedure and
framework.

A. OPTIMAL CONTRACT UNDER COMPLETE
INFORMATION
In this section, the complete information scenario is consid-
ered and analyzed, in the sense that the BS knows a priori
the type of its serving users. This ideal case serves as a
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baseline to verify the effectiveness of the resource alloca-
tion performed under the incomplete CSI scenario. Indeed,
since the BS is assumed to be completely aware of the users’
types and corresponding channel characteristics, it can fully
exploit their effort and maximize its utility, while guarantee-
ing that the users accept its offered contract. In other words,
the BS has to ensure that the users experience a non-negative
utility, i.e., the optimal contract bundles satisfy the individual
rationality condition, as defined formally below.
Definition 1 (Individual Rationality (IR)): A contract bun-

dle {pcu, rcu} satisfies the individual rationality constraint if
each user receives a non-negative utility, i.e.,

tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ 0, ∀c ∈ C, ∀u ∈ Uc. (6)

Therefore, the problem of determining the optimal con-
tracts for a BS c under the complete information of the users’
types, can be written as follows:

max{pcu,rcu}∀u∈Uc

Uu
c = pcu − C · rcu, ∀c ∈ C (7a)

s.t. tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ 0, ∀u ∈ Uc. (7b)

In the contract design under complete CSI, the BS will tar-
get to maximize its own utility, by providing the minimum
acceptable utility to its serving users. In this case, it will
decrease rcu until tcu · e(rcu) − pcu = 0, meaning that the con-
straint of Eq. (7b) can be considered as equality. Accordingly,
solving the equality of Eq. (7b) with respect to rcu and sub-
stituting in Eq. (7a) we get Uu

c = pcu − C · (pcu/t
c
u)

2. Thus,
a closed-form solution can be derived for the optimization
problem of Eq. (7a)-(7b) by solving the following equation:

∂Uu
c

∂pcu
= 0, ∀c ∈ C, ∀u ∈ Uc. (8)

Consequently, under the assumption of complete CSI avail-
ability at a BS, it can be easily found that the optimal contract
bundles between each BS c and its serving users are given

by {pcu, rcu} = { (tcu)
2

2C , (
tcu

2C )2}.
B. FEASIBLE CONTRACT UNDER INCOMPLETE
INFORMATION
In this section, we elaborate on the necessary and sufficient
conditions to determine a feasible contract under the realistic
scenario of incomplete CSI. The purpose of this analysis is
to derive optimal contracts subsequently in Section III-C.
In a scenario of incomplete CSI, the BS has to ensure

that the users are provided not only with a non-negative
utility, but also with the maximum utility, when selecting
the contract designed for their own type. The former refers
to the Individual Rationality (IR) condition given by Eq. (6),
while the latter corresponds to the Incentive Compatibility
(IC) condition defined formally below.
Definition 2 (Incentive Compatibility (IC)): Each user

must select the contract bundle {pcu, rcu} that is designed
specifically for their own type tcu, i.e.,

tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ tcu · e(rcu′

) − pcu′ , ∀c ∈ C,

∀u, u′ ∈ Uc, u �= u′. (9)

Hence, it can be easily inferred that when a contract sat-
isfies the IR and IC constraints, the users have adequate
incentives to truthfully reveal their private type, by choosing
the contract bundle designed for them. Apart from ensur-
ing the incentive compatibility, several additional conditions
should hold true to render a contract feasible.
Proposition 1: For any feasible contract {pcu, rcu}, the

following must hold true: rcu > rcu′ ⇐⇒ tcu > tcu′ and
rcu = rcu′ ⇐⇒ tcu = tcu′ , ∀u, u′ ∈ Uc, u �= u′.
Proof: Initially, we prove the sufficiency of the proposi-

tion, i.e., tcu > tcu′ =⇒ rcu > rcu′ , by using the IC constraint
in Eq. (9). Based on the IC constraint in Eq. (9), we have

tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ tcu · e(rcu′

) − pcu′ , (10)

tcu′ · e(rcu′
) − pcu′ ≥ tcu′ · e(rcu

) − pcu. (11)

Adding appropriately the corresponding terms of the
inequalities of Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), we obtain

tcu · e(rcu
) + tcu′ · e(rcu′

) ≥ tcu · e(rcu′
) + tcu′ · e(rcu

)
. (12)

By performing simple factorization, inequality Eq. (12) is
recasted into the following one:

(
tcu − tcu′

) · [
e
(
rcu

) − e
(
rcu′

)] ≥ 0. (13)

Given that tcu > tcu′ and e(rcu) is a strictly increasing func-
tion with respect to rcu, it is concluded from Eq. (13) that
rcu > rcu′ .
Thereafter, we prove the necessity of the proposition, i.e.,

rcu > rcu′ =⇒ tcu > tcu′ . Since rcu > rcu′ and e(rcu) is strictly
increasing with rcu, it holds that e(rcu) − e(rcu′) > 0. Hence,
from Eq. (13) we obtain that tcu > tcu′ . As a result, it has
been proven that rcu > rcu′ ⇐⇒ tcu > tcu′ .
Following a similar procedure and argumentation, it can

be easily proven that rcu = rcu′ ⇐⇒ tcu = tcu′ , which completes
the proof.
The rationale behind Proposition 1 is that a higher type

tcu user, which represents a user of worse channel condi-
tions, will receive a greater reward from the associated BS
c in order to be incentivized to establish a connection and
transmit its data.
Proposition 2 (Monotonicity): A user of higher type, i.e.,

tc1 < · · · < tcu < · · · < tc|Uc|, will receive a greater reward
from the BS c, i.e., rc1 < · · · < rcu < · · · < rc|Uc|, as it will
contribute a greater effort, i.e., pc1 < · · · < pcu < · · · < pc|Uc|.
Proof: Given our assumption that user types follow an

ascending order tc1 < · · · < tcu < · · · < tc|Uc|, the first
part of this proposition readily stems from Proposition 1.
Subsequently, we prove that for any feasible contract {pcu, rcu},
the following holds true: pcu > pcu′ ⇐⇒ rcu > rcu′, ∀u, u′ ∈
Uc, u �= u′.
First, we prove that if pcu > pcu′ then rcu > rcu′ . According

to the IC constraint in Eq. (9), we have tcu · e(rcu) − pcu ≥
tcu ·e(rcu′)−pcu′ ⇔ tcu ·(e(rcu)−e(rcu′)) ≥ pcu−pcu′ . Since pcu > pcu′
and given that e(rcu) is a strictly increasing function of rcu,
it holds that rcu > rcu′ . Similarly, in order to prove that if
rcu > rcu′ then pcu > pcu′ , we follow the IC constraint in
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Eq. (9), and we have tcu′ · e(rcu′) − pcu′ ≥ tcu′ · e(rcu) − pcu ⇔
pcu − pcu′ ≥ tcu′ · (e(rcu) − e(rcu′)). Since rcu > rcu′ and e(rcu) is a
strictly increasing function with respect to rcu, we conclude
that pcu > pcu′ . This completes the proof of the monotonicity
condition.
Proposition 3: A user of higher type, i.e., tc1 < · · · < tcu <

· · · < tc|Uc|, will receive higher utility to be incentivized by
the BS c, i.e., Uc

1 < · · · < Uc
u < · · · < Uc

|Uc|.
Proof: We examine two users u, u′ ∈ Uc, u �= u′ of types

tcu > tcu′ . Based on the IC condition in (9), we have

tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ tcu · e(rcu′

) − pcu′ > tcu′ · e(rcu′
) − pcu′ . (14)

Then, it holds that Uc
u > Uc

u′ when tcu > tcu′ and thus, for
tc1 < · · · < tcu < · · · < tc|Uc| we conclude that Uc

1 < · · · <

Uc
u < · · · < Uc

|Uc|.
Based on the above analyzed conditions that guarantee

the feasibility of a contract under an incomplete information
scenario, the optimization problem executed by each BS c
can, then, be formulated. The objective of each BS is to
maximize its utility in order to be able to collect and prop-
erly decode the users’ transmitted signals (as dictated by the
received SINR). At the same time, all associated users’ per-
sonal constraints should be satisfied in order for the users
to be willing to be served by the specific BS. Therefore,
the following distributed optimization problem, which cap-
tures both the BS’s and corresponding users’ requirements,
is formulated at each BS as follows:

P1: max{pcu,rcu}∀u∈Uc

Uc =
|Uc|∑

u=1

[
λcu · (

pcu − C · rcu
)]

, ∀c ∈ C (15a)

s.t. tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ 0, ∀u ∈ Uc (15b)

tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ tcu · e(rcu′

) − pcu′ ,

∀u, u′ ∈ Uc, u �= u′ (15c)

0 ≤ rc1 < · · · < rcu < · · · < rc|Uc| (15d)

where Eq. (15b), (15c), and (15d) represent the aforemen-
tioned IR, IC, and monotonicity constraints, respectively.
Considering the fact that problem P1 is non-convex, the
procedure described in Section III-C below, is carried out to
reduce its constraints and obtain a tractable solution in an
effective manner.

C. OPTIMAL CONTRACT UNDER INCOMPLETE
INFORMATION
In the following, the explanation and detailed analysis of the
IR and IC constraints reduction is pursued, for a contract
under incomplete information.
Step 1 (IR Constraints Reduction): By considering the

assumption about the user types ordering, i.e., tc1 < · · · <

tcu < · · · < tc|Uc| and the IC condition in Eq. (9), we can
write tcu · e(rcu) − pcu ≥ tcu · e(rcu′) − pcu′ ≥ tcu · e(rc1) − pc1. Also,
given that tcu > tc1 and based on the IR condition in Eq. (6),
we have

tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ tcu · e(rc1

) − pc1 > tc1 · e(rc1
) − pc1 ≥ 0. (16)

As a result, we deduce that if the IR constraint of the
lowest user type tc1 is ensured (i.e., tc1 · e(rc1) − pc1 ≥ 0),
all other IR constraints for the users with higher types will
automatically be satisfied. Towards increasing BS’s utility,
the latter IR constraint can be considered alternatively as
equality, i.e., tc1 ·e(rc1)−pc1 = 0. Hence, the |Uc| IR inequality
constraints defined by problem P1, are reduced to one IR
equality constraint.
Step 2 (IC Constraints Reduction): To accommodate the

IC constraints reduction process, additional terminology is
used about the IC constraints defined between different user
types. In particular, the IC constraints between user types
u and u′, u′ ∈ {1, . . . , u − 1} are termed as Downward IC
(DIC) constraints. Specifically, the DIC constraint between
adjacent user types u and u− 1 is referred to as local DIC
constraints. Similarly, the IC constraints between user types
u and u′, u′ ∈ {u+1, . . . , |Uc|} are called Upward IC (UIC)
constraints, while the UIC constraint between adjacent user
types u and u + 1 pertains to the local UIC constraints.
Next, we will consecutively analyze on how to reduce both
the DIC and the UIC constraints to conclude to a convex
optimization problem.
Proposition 4: All the DIC constraints can be represented

by the local DIC constraints.
Proof: We consider three adjacent user types, such that

tcu−1 < tcu < tcu+1. Then, the following two local DIC
constraints can be derived:

tcu+1 · e(rcu+1

) − pcu+1 ≥ tcu+1 · e(rcu
) − pcu, (17)

tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ tcu · e(rcu−1

) − pcu−1. (18)

Based on Proposition 1, we have rcu > rcu′ ⇐⇒ tcu > tcu′ .

Also, for rcu > rcu−1
e↗⇐⇒e(rcu) > e(rcu−1) ⇔ e(rcu)−e(rcu−1) >

0. For tcu+1 > tcu, the second inequality becomes

tcu+1 · [
e
(
rcu

) − e
(
rcu−1

)]
> tcu · [

e
(
rcu

) − e
(
rcu−1

)]

≥ Eq.(18)pcu − pcu−1. (19)

From inequality Eq. (17) and with the use of Eq. (19) we
have

tcu+1 · e(rcu+1

) − pcu+1 ≥ tcu+1 · e(rcu
) − pcu

≥ Eq.(19)tcu+1 · e(rcu−1

) − pcu−1

≥ . . .

≥ tcu+1 · e(rc1
) − pc1. (20)

Therefore, if the DIC constraint between user types u+ 1
and u holds, then it, also, holds for user types u + 1 and
u− 1. This property can be recursively extended downward
from user types u− 1 to 1, as dictated by Eq. (20).

Evidently, if the local DIC constraints hold true, then
all the DIC constraints are automatically satisfied. In
other words, all the DIC constraints can be equivalently
captured by

tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ tcu · e(rcu−1

) − pcu−1. (21)
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Proposition 5: All the UIC constraints can be represented
by the local DIC constraints.
Proof: An identical procedure with Proposition 4 is fol-

lowed, and the local UIC constraints between three adjacent
user types, such as tcu−1 < tcu < tcu+1, are written as:

tcu−1 · e(rcu−1

) − pcu−1 ≥ tcu−1 · e(rcu
) − pcu, (22)

tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ tcu · e(rcu+1

) − pcu+1. (23)

Based on Proposition 1, we have rcu > rcu′ ⇐⇒ tcu > tcu′ .
For tcu > tcu−1, the second inequality becomes

pcu+1 − pcu ≥ Eq.(23)tcu · [
e
(
rcu+1

) − e
(
rcu

)]

> tcu−1 · [
e
(
rcu+1

) − e
(
rcu

)]
. (24)

From inequality Eq. (22) and with the use of Eq. (24) we
have

tcu−1 · e(rcu−1

) − pcu−1 ≥ tcu−1 · e(rcu
) − pcu

≥ Eq.(24)tcu−1 · e(rcu+1

) − pcu+1

≥ . . .

≥ tcu−1 · e
(
rc|Uc|

)
− pc|Uc|. (25)

Thus, if the UIC constraint between user types u− 1 and
u holds, then it, also, holds for user types u− 1 and u+ 1.
Similarly, this property can be extended upward from user
type u+ 1 to |Uc|, as dictated by Eq. (25).
Therefore, we have proved that if the local UIC constraints

hold true, then all UIC constraints are automatically satisfied
and can be captured by

tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu ≥ tcu · e(rcu+1

) − pcu+1. (26)

To complete the proof, it is remarkable to observe that the
local DIC constraint defined in Eq. (21), can easily imply
the following local UIC constraint:

tcu−1 · e(rcu−1

) − pcu−1 ≥ tcu−1 · e(rcu
) − pcu. (27)

In this respect, inequality Eq. (26) can be equivalently
represented by Eq. (21) and thus, all UIC constraints are
reduced to the local DIC constraint implied by Eq. (21).
The latter constraint, i.e., Eq. (21), is considered as equality
in order to each BS to achieve the maximum benefit from its
serving users’ effort. Hence, the |Uc|·(|Uc|−1) IC inequality
constraints defined by problem P1, are reduced to |Uc| − 1
equality constraints, accordingly.
Based on the reduced IR and IC constraints, the

optimization problem P1 can be rewritten as follows:

P2: max
(rcu,pcu)∀u∈Uc

Uc =
|Uc|∑

u=1

[
λcu · (

pcu − C · rcu
)]

, ∀c ∈ C

(28a)

s.t. tc1 · e(rc1
) − pc1 = 0, ∀u ∈ Uc (28b)

tcu · e(rcu
) − pcu = tcu · e(rcu−1

) − pcu−1,

∀u ∈ Uc (28c)

0 ≤ rc1 < · · · < rcu < · · · < rc|Uc|. (28d)

Algorithm 1 Unified User Association and Power
Allocation
1: Initialize aL, aH, μc,0, b and set ite = 0, Sc = 0, Fc = 0,

∀c ∈ C.
2: Initialize the action probabilities vector Pr(0)

u , ∀u ∈ U with
equal probabilities for the BSs, in the coverage area of which
each user belongs, otherwise set Prc,(0)

u = 0.
3: repeat
4: for u = 1 to |U| do
5: Choose a BS to associate with based on the action

probabilities vector Pr(ite)u .
6: end for
7: for c = 1 to |C| do
8: Sort the user types in ascending order.
9: Obtain the optimal contract bundles by solving P2.

10: Broadcast the optimal contract bundles to all associated
users u ∈ Uc.

11: for u = 1 to |Uc| do
12: Select the contract designed for its own type.
13: Execute the contract and transmit the data with uplink

transmission power pc∗u .
14: Evaluate the achieved data rate Rcu by broadcasting xcu

and ycu reports to BS c.
15: end for
16: Calculate the holistic answer xBTS,c regarding the serving

users’ satisfaction based on Eq. (33).
17: Update the counters Sc and Fc based on xBTS,c, and

thereafter, update the reputation μc based on Eq. (34).
18: Calculate users’ feedback signals F (ite)

c as in Eq. (35).
19: Broadcast the users’ normalized feedback signals vector

F̂ c,(ite)
u .

20: end for
21: for u = 1 to |U| do
22: Update the action probabilities vector Pr(ite+1)

u based on
Eq. (36) and Eq. (37).

23: end for
24: until for all users u ∈ U there is at least one action probability

such that Prc,(ite+1)
u ≥ ε, ε → 1.

It is noted that the resulting optimization problem P2 is
an equivalent transformation of the original P1 problem,
thus resulting to the same outcome, i.e., the optimal con-
tracts established among the users and the BSs. We can
easily prove that P2 is a convex programming problem
by checking the Hessian matrix. Thus, P2 can be solved
by applying the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions.
Accordingly, the optimal users’ uplink transmission power
vector p∗

c = [pc∗1 , . . . , pc∗|Uc|] and BS’s rewards vector
r∗
c = [rc∗1 , . . . , rc∗|Uc|], can be determined.
The contract design and optimization is handled by each

BS of the heterogeneous network independently, and the
detailed process is summarized as part of the Algorithm 1.

IV. AUTONOMOUS USER-TO-BS ASSOCIATION
In this section, we introduce a fully distributed and user-
centric user-to-BS association framework, where the users
of the underlying network topology, acting as learning
automata, autonomously select the BS to be associated with
and transmit their data. To enhance the users’ satisfaction
over the provided communication service, their decision is
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FIGURE 2. Overall resource orchestration flow and connection between the
contract-theoretic and RL mechanisms.

probabilistically reinforced by considering the prospective
BSs’ network-related and social characteristics. Analytically,
we introduce a mechanism based on the Bayesian Truth
Serum concept in order to truthfully elicit the users’ per-
ceived satisfaction when served by a certain BS. The users
are allowed to express their subjective opinion regarding
their achieved data rate after the contract-theoretic uplink
power allocation is performed. The overall users’ satisfaction
reports contribute to the extraction of an objective outcome
pertinent to each BSs’ service provisioning. This objective
outcome is further utilized to formulate each BSs’ reputation
as a Bayesian Belief and provide it back to the users as a
feedback for their BS selection. A high-level overview of the
autonomous user-to-BS association is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Additional details with respect to each individual mechanism,
are provided in the subsequent sections. Finally, a compre-
hensive analysis on the algorithmic complexity of the unified
user association and power allocation scheme complements
the section.

A. USERS’ SATISFACTION-RELATED INFORMATION
TRUTHFULNESS BASED ON BAYESIAN TRUTH SERUM
Undoubtedly, the primary concern when designing resource
allocation mechanisms for 5G networks, is to enhance users’
perceived satisfaction. Aligning with the user-centric flavor
of the overall resource orchestration procedure, we introduce
an assessment phase, where the users report their personal
assessment about the service provided by the BS that they
are associated with, revealing in this way their corresponding
perceived satisfaction. As a means of eliciting truthful assess-
ments from the users in a vastly heterogeneous network, we

adopt the method of Bayesian Truth Serum (BTS) [34]. The
BTS method is strict Bayes-Nash incentive compatible for
|Uc| → ∞ and allows us to extract a holistic objective eval-
uation from the users’ subjective reviews, when the ground
truth is totally unknown.
In particular, each user u ∈ Uc provides an answer regard-

ing a binary question, i.e., “Are you satisfied from the
experienced data rate when served by BS c?”, by filing
two reports:

• The information report xcu = [xNOu,c , x
YES
u,c ], which is the

user’s personal answer to the aforementioned question.
It holds true that

∑
i∈{NO,YES} xiu,c = 1, where xiu,c ∈

{0, 1},∀i ∈ {NO,YES}.
• The prediction report ycu = [yNOu,c , y

YES
u,c ], where yYESu,c cor-

responds to the prediction regarding the proportion of
the users which answered YES, i.e., xYESu,c = 1, while
yNOu,c is the prediction regarding the users whose answer
is NO, i.e., xNOu,c = 1. It holds true that

∑
i∈{NO,YES}

yiu,c = 1, where yiu,c ∈ [0, 1],∀i ∈ {NO,YES}.
Afterwards, the population endorsement frequencies xic and
the geometric mean of the users’ predictions yic for each of
the available answers i ∈ {NO,YES} can be calculated by

xic = 1

|Uc| ·
|Uc|∑

u=1

xiu,c (29)

and

log
(
yic

)
= 1

|Uc| ·
|Uc|∑

u=1

log
(
yiu,c

)
. (30)

As a consequence, the BTS score scBTS,u(x
c
u, y

c
u) of each

user u, which corresponds to the truthfulness of the user’s
committed answer, can be expressed by

scBTS,u
(
xcu, y

c
u

) =
∑

i

xiu,c · log

(
xic
yic

)

+ α ·
∑

i

xic · log

(
yiu,c
xic

)

,

(31)

where the parameter α > 0 controls the effect of the
prediction score in the total BTS score. The first part of
Eq. (31) is known as the information score, while the sec-
ond part as the prediction score of the users. Regarding
the information score, it increases with respect to how sur-
prisingly common an answer is, i.e., how much greater the
population endorsement frequency xic is compared to the yic. It
is noteworthy to mention that the surprisingly common crite-
rion is based on the Bayesian Reasoning principle, according
to which a user is of the opinion that the rest of the popula-
tion will eventually underestimate its personal opinion, and
hence, the user reports a higher prediction for its answer
in order to further support it [35]. This is in line with
the Bayesian argument, which concludes to the fact that a
user’s truthful opinion is more likely to be surprisingly com-
mon. The prediction score formulation is based on a penalty
which is proportional to the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the actual population endorsement frequencies xic
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of the answers and the corresponding user’s predictions
yiu,c,∀i ∈ {NO,YES} [36].

As a result, the optimal prediction score (i.e., the lowest
penalty) is equal to 0, which is achieved when the user’s
prediction yiu,c is equal to the real users’ proportion xic of

the answer i, i.e., log(
yiu,c
xic

)
yiu,c=xic= log(1) = 0, also known

as absolute accuracy. Thus, the average BTS score of each
answer i ∈ {NO,YES}, can be written as

uic = 1

|Uc| · xic
·

|Uc|∑

u=1

xiu,c · scBTS,u
(
xcu, y

c
u

)
. (32)

The final holistic and most truthful answer xBTS,c regarding
the satisfaction of the users belonging to the set Uc and
served by the BS c, is the one with the highest average BTS
score, as follows

xBTS,c = arg max
i∈{NO,YES}

uic. (33)

B. BSS’ REPUTATION AS A BAYESIAN BELIEF
After acquiring the users’ personal assessment for a given BS
association via the BTS method described in Section IV-A,
we can eventually extrapolate the long-term social charac-
teristics of the network, in terms of the users’ perceived
satisfaction, over several iterations of the user-to-BS associ-
ation procedure. In our setting, to formulate the network’s
social characteristics we utilize the reputation μc for each
BS c, which is a Bayesian model featuring adverse selection
based on Bayesian updating of belief [37]. We assume that
all users associated with a certain BS share the same prior
belief distribution μc,0 = μ0,∀c ∈ C, regarding the poten-
tial satisfaction that they might receive by getting associated
with BS c. We consider that every BS c can offer either a
satisfying or dissatisfying data rate with probabilities aH and
aL, respectively, where it holds true that 0 < aL < aH < 1.
After the BTS evaluation takes place (Section IV-A), an
up-vote or down-vote ∀c ∈ C occurs, creating a history
for every BS throughout the time horizon. We introduce Sc
and Fc to indicate the number of times that BS c satisfied
(xBTS,c = YES) and dissatisfied (xBTS,c = NO) the users
being associated with it, correspondingly, up to the present
time instance. Thus, each BS’s c posterior belief distribution
can be expressed as follows:

μc = μ0 · a(Sc)
H · (1 − aH)(Fc)

μ0 · a(Sc)
H · (1 − aH)(Fc) + (1 − μ0) · a(Sc)

L · (1 − aL)(Fc)
.

(34)

To prevent situations, where large Sc and Fc exponents lead
to unrepresentable numbers, the Sc and Fc counters are
updated with a step equal to 0.5, each time a user is satisfied
or dissatisfied, respectively.
By observing Eq. (34), we deduce that the reputation μc

is correlated with the BS’s c history of the users’ BTS eval-
uations, i.e., Sc and Fc, since it increases when the former
increases and decreases when the latter increases.

C. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING-ENABLED
USER-TO-BS ASSOCIATION
Till this point, we have described in detail the operation of
the inner part of the proposed resource orchestration frame-
work, depicted in red in Fig. 2. In this section, we adduce
the reinforcement learning approach based on the Stochastic
Learning Automata (SLA) model [38], according to which
each user selects the most beneficial BS to be associated
with in a distributed and autonomous manner.
Inherently, the users within the considered wireless envi-

ronment aim at minimizing their communication delay and
thus, exhibit a preference towards associating with a BS
in their close proximity. Furthermore, in our proposed
solution, the users’ association preference is affected by
the BSs’ bandwidth and reputation, leaning towards a
resource conscious utilization of BS’s available frequency
resources, by preventing the drawn of excessive network
traffic. Considering a user-to-BS association at a specific
iteration ite of the SLA algorithm, each BS c within the
network determines a vector of personalized feedback sig-
nals F (ite)

c = [Fc,(ite)
1 , . . . ,Fc,(ite)

|Uc| ] for each serving user u,
and broadcasts them to the respective user devices. Naturally,
the users’ personalized feedback signals reflect their benefit
from communicating with the specific BS c and are given by

Fc,(ite)
u = μc · Bc/∑|C|

c=1 Bc

dcu/
∑|Uc|

u=1 d
c
u

, (35)

where μc is the BS’s long-term reputation over the preceding
SLA iterations, while Bc/

∑|C|
c=1 Bc and dcu/

∑|Uc|
u=1 d

c
u corre-

spond to the normalized BS’s available bandwidth and user’s
distance from the BS, respectively. Each user’s personal-
ized feedback signal of Eq. (35) is further normalized as

F̂c,(ite)
u = 4

√

Fc,(ite)
u /

∑|Uc|
u=1 Fc,(ite)

u , such that F̂c,(ite)
u ∈ [0, 1].

After each BS in the network broadcasts the users’ nor-
malized feedback signals, each user u acts as a stochastic
learning automaton and updates its personal action probabil-
ities vector Pr(ite)

u = [Pr1,(ite)
u , . . . ,Pr|C|,(ite)

u ] at the end of
iteration ite. Specifically, for a user u associated with a BS
c ∈ C at iteration ite, the probability of selecting the same
BS c in the subsequent iteration ite+ 1 is defined as

Prc,(ite+1)
u = Prc,(ite)u + b · F̂c,(ite)

u ·
(

1 − Prc,(ite)u

)
, (36)

while the probability of selecting a different BS c′ ∈ C, c′ �=
c at the next iteration is determined by

Prc
′,(ite+1)
u = Prc

′,(ite)
u − b · F̂c,(ite)

u · Prc′,(ite)u , (37)

where 0 < b ≤ 1 is the SLA algorithm’s learning rate.
Apparently, the users’ update of their action probabilities

concludes the overall resource orchestration procedure along
one iteration of the proposed algorithm, initiating the subse-
quent algorithm’s iteration with their updated BS selections,
as demonstrated in Fig. 2. Throughout the time horizon, this
iterative procedure enables the users to converge to the most
beneficial selection of BS, as dictated by their normalized
feedback signal. The optimization policy of the proposed
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reinforcement learning mechanism aims to optimize the long-
term normalized personalized feedback received by each
user, converging to a beneficial user-to-BS association, which
is beneficial from the users’ perspective. The convergence
of the SLA algorithmic mechanism is achieved when for all
users u ∈ U there is at least one action probability such
that Prc,(ite+1)

u ≥ ε, ε → 1 [39], [40]. The complete process
and operation of the proposed unified user association and
power allocation scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1.

D. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
First, to analyze the complexity of Algorithm 1, we investi-
gate the contract-theoretic power allocation mechanism that
is encapsulated in the overall user-to-BS association proce-
dure. For a given iteration of the SLA algorithm, where all
users in the network are associated with a prospective BS,
the fully distributed optimization problem P2, presented at
Section III-C, is executed by each BS. Hence, in our com-
plexity analysis we presume that the contract-theoretic power
allocation is performed in parallel by all BSs of the system.
The optimization problem P2 can be solved via well

known existing methods for solving constrained nonlin-
ear optimization problems, and accordingly obtain the
optimal contracts under the incomplete information sce-
nario. For demonstration purposes, we utilize the Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) method [41], along with
the fmincon() [42] function implemented by the MATLAB
Optimization Toolbox to return the constrained nonlinear
optimization problem’s solution, the computational complex-
ity of which is denoted as O(K) [43]. We also indicate
as ITE the number of the iterations required by the SLA
algorithm to converge. Consequently, the SLA algorithm’s
complexity is calculated as: O(ITE · (K + |U| + |U| · |C|)),
i.e., O(ITE · (K + |U| · |C|)), taking into account that the
complexities of the BSs’ selections and the users’ action
probabilities’ updates at every SLA iteration are O(|U|) and
O(|U| · |C|), respectively. Finally, due to the fact that both
the complexities of the Bayesian Truth Serum and the rep-
utations’ updates are O(|U|), and since the rest of the SLA
algorithm includes only algebraic calculations (of O(1) com-
plexity), the overall complexity of Algorithm 1 is obatined
as: O(ITE · (K + |U| · |C|)).
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the performance and effectiveness of the
proposed unified user association and power allocation
scheme is demonstrated by performing a detailed numer-
ical evaluation, via modeling and simulation. First, in
Section V-A, we focus on validating the operation of
the contract-theoretic mechanism in terms of the allocated
optimal contract bundles and the obtained user and BS utili-
ties. The specifics of the user-to-BS association procedure is
further studied in Section V-B, where we explore and ana-
lyze the characteristics that pertain to the operation of the
pure autonomous user-to-BS association mechanism. Having
verified and analyzed the pure performance of both the

FIGURE 3. Wireless network simulation topology with uniform user distribution.

contract-theoretic power allocation and the RL and BTS-
based user association in detail, Section V-C concludes our
evaluation with some comparative results obtained from
their seamless joint operation. In particular, a compara-
tive analysis over different heuristic user-to-BS association
mechanisms and under different spatial user distributions is
provided, that demonstrates and explains the superiority of
the proposed RL-enabled orchestration scheme in increased
density heterogeneous wireless deployments. For the latter,
both uniform and non-uniform user distribution over the
network topology scenarios are evaluated.
Throughout our evaluation, we consider a densely

deployed portion of a macrocell of 450-meter radius, consist-
ing of one Macro BS (MBS) located in the center of the cell,
as well as two Pico BSs (PBSs) and two Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs), serving as NFPs aiming at temporarily alle-
viating the excessive network traffic. The coverage radius of
the PBSs and the UAVs is set to 300 m and 200 m, respec-
tively. In that manner, the coverage areas of all BSs overlap
with each other, forming the hybrid aerial-terrestrial com-
munications environment that is graphically represented in
Fig. 3. In the following, unless otherwise explicitly stated, we
consider that the simulated network topology serves 50 users
uniformly distributed with maximum uplink transmission
power equal to 23 dBm. The specific simulation parame-
ters are given in Table 1. Our setting is perfectly aligned
with the heterogeneous system baseline simulation model
defined by the Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
in [44] and is further extended to account for UAV-assisted
communications. We model the channel conditions of the
ground-to-air links between the users and the UAVs accord-
ing to the reference free-space path loss model, as proposed
in [45]. Regarding the contract theory-related parameters, we
consider that each BS c estimates its serving users’ channel
conditions, i.e., their types, following a uniform distribution,
such that λcu = 1/|Uc|, ∀c ∈ C, ∀u ∈ Uc. Each BS’s c unit
cost is set equal to C = 0.65, while each user’s u ∈ U
reward factor is ρ = 10−18. In the following results, for
demonstration purposes, unless otherwise explicitly stated,
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FIGURE 4. Pure contract-theoretic power allocation evaluation for MBS under complete and incomplete CSI scenarios.

the learning rate parameter of the SLA algorithm is set equal
to b = 0.7. It is noted that the users and the UAVs remain
stationary throughout a decision period, while the inclusion
of the mobility aspect within the examined problem is part
of our current and future work.

A. CONTRACT-THEORETIC MECHANISM EVALUATION
In this section, the proper functioning and operation of
the proposed contract-theoretic power allocation mecha-
nism is examined under both complete and incomplete CSI
scenarios. A complete execution of the unified user asso-
ciation and power allocation scheme is performed and the
contract-theoretic results for the optimal user-to-BS asso-
ciation, where the algorithm converged, are obtained. In
Fig. 4(a)-4(f), we indicatively analyze and present the results
of the contract-theoretic power allocation achieved for the
MBS and its 16 associated users in total. Similar results and
analysis are obtained for any BS of the considered wireless
network topology.
In particular, Fig. 4(a) presents the users’ channel gain and

their corresponding type as a function of the user’s index.
The results confirm that as the user index increases, the com-
munication’s channel conditions worsen, i.e., gMBS1 > · · · >

gMBSu > · · · > gMBS16 , while the user’s type increases, i.e.,
tMBS1 < · · · < tMBSu < · · · < tMBS16 . This behavior is imposed
by the inversely proportional relationship between these two
considered variables, i.e., tcu = (Gcu · ∑|Uc|

u=1{1/Gcu})−1/2 that
is used to achieve a fair power allocation obeying to NOMA
principles, as it is demonstrated later in this section.

The obtained optimal contract bundles are depicted in
Fig. 4(b)-4(c) as a function of the user index, for both the
cases of complete and incomplete CSI, illustrating the user’s
invested transmission power (Fig. 4(b)) and the correspond-
ing MBS’s provided reward (Fig. 4(c)). Moreover, the MBS’s
attained utility Uu

MBS by each user’s u ∈ UMBS provided
effort (i.e., uplink transmission power) and each user’s util-
ity UMBS

u , when associated with the MBS, are presented
in Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 4(e), respectively, as a function of the
user index under the complete and incomplete CSI scenarios.
The results show that a user of higher type, who experiences
worse channel conditions (Fig. 4(a)), transmits its data with
higher power (Fig. 4(b)), ensuring the user fairness encour-
aged by power-domain NOMA. Thus, the MBS rewards the
users of higher type, with a higher reward (Fig. 4(c)), and
consequently, those users achieve higher utility compared
to users of lower type (Fig. 4(e)). Apart from the increased
users’ achieved utility, MBS’s utility is, also, increasing with
respect to the users’ type (Fig. 4(d)).
Furthermore, comparing the results in Fig. 4(b)-4(c)

between the scenarios of complete and incomplete CSI, it is
inferred that the obtained contract bundles follow a similar
behavior with respect to the users’ types in both scenar-
ios. Thus, the results verify the accuracy of the performed
resource allocation in situations where there is absence of
complete CSI from the MBS’s behalf. Nevertheless, the moti-
vation behind the MBS’s contract bundle allocation strategy
along the different CSI scenarios, primarily differentiates the
achieved users’ and MBS’s attained utilities, as revealed by
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FIGURE 5. Pure reinforcement learning-enabled association mechanism’s evaluation.

the results in Fig. 4(d)-4(e). Specifically, knowing a priori
the users’ types, the MBS fully exploits the users’ effort
to maximize its personal utility, providing them back with
the minimum possible reward that marginally ensures the
users’ acceptance of the contract, i.e., the satisfaction of their
rationality constraints. Consequently, based on Fig. 4(d), the
MBS’s utility is higher under the complete CSI scenario,
while at the same time, the utility achieved by all associated
users is equal to zero (Fig. 4(e)).
To complement the evaluation of the contract feasibil-

ity under incomplete CSI, in Fig. 4(f), the utilities of two
selected users with indexes 5 and 10 are examined over
each contract bundle designed by the MBS (represented in
the horizontal axis by the user index) to showcase that the
contract bundles are incentive compatible. The results con-
firm the IC condition satisfaction, in the sense that each user
being part of the proposed contract-theoretic agreement is
provided with the adequate incentives to select the contract
bundle designed for its own type and experienced channel
characteristics. By selecting the most appropriate contract
for their type, the users on the one hand steer the power
allocation procedure, while on the other hand they inciden-
tally reveal their type and thus, their CSI, contributing to the
establishment of a common CSI knowledge with the MBS.

B. USER-TO-BS ASSOCIATION MECHANISM
EVALUATION
In this section, we aim to elucidate the operational char-
acteristics of the pure autonomous user-to-BS association

mechanism proposed in this article. First, we target the eval-
uation of the RL-enabled association mechanism’s external
operation, i.e., its convergence behavior and achieved asso-
ciation outcome (Fig. 5(a)-5(e)). Afterwards, we emphasize
on the internal features that guide the RL algorithm’s and
thus, the users’ behavior throughout the association process.
In this regard, the impact of the users’ satisfaction-related
information elicitation via the BTS method to the over-
all association procedure is analyzed (Fig. 6(a)-6(b)). The
results introduced for the rest of Section V, unless other-
wise explicitly stated, have been averaged over a number of
500 executions.
Initially, we study the convergence behavior of the

proposed RL association mechanism based on the SLA
model. In Fig. 5(a), the cumulative mean users’ normal-
ized feedback signal (Eq. (35)) is illustrated with respect to
the SLA algorithm’s iterations. The results reveal that after
approximately 50 SLA iterations, the mean users’ normal-
ized feedback signal converges to its maximum value and
henceforth, the users persist in their BS association selection.
Indeed, the convergence of the users’ feedback signal directly
implies the convergence of the users’ personal action prob-
abilities vector, determined by Eq. (36)-(37), which dictates
the probability of selecting a specific BS. This observation is
further verified by Fig. 5(b), which demonstrates the action
probabilities for one indicative user as a function of the
SLA algorithm’s iterations. Taking into consideration that
the user under investigation is located within the coverage
areas of the MBS, the PBS2 and the UAV2, an equal number
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FIGURE 6. The impact of BSs’ history of users’ BTS evaluations to the evolution of BSs’ reputation over the SLA iterations.

of approximately 50 SLA iterations is required in order for
the user’s action probabilities to converge. Eventually, the
specific user’s most beneficial BS association is the one,
for which the user’s action probability converges at 1, i.e.,
UAV2 in this case.
Concerning the overall RL-enabled association algorithm’s

speed of convergence, which actually refers to the speed
of convergence of Algorithm 1, we conduct a Monte Carlo
simulation over all possible values of the SLA model’s learn-
ing rate parameter b ∈ [0.1, 0.9] and derive the resulting
real execution time in [s], as well as the achieved mean
users’ normalized feedback signal (Fig. 5(c)). As the value
of the learning rate parameter b decreases, the exploration of
the possible user-to-BS association alternatives is becoming
exhaustive. Consequently, the algorithm identifies user-to-BS
associations that lead to improved users’ benefit, denoted by
the increasing trend of the mean users’ normalized feedback
signal. Thus, the exploration of higher benefit user-to-BS
associations is performed with the cost of increased real
execution time. The learning rate parameter b can appropri-
ately be controlled in realistic applications accounting for
the trade-off among the users’ benefit and the time critical
decision making.
To gain more insight about the convergence behavior

of the RL mechanism across the overall wireless network
simulation topology, as presented in Fig. 3, we calculate
the mean BSs’ probabilities of being selected as a func-
tion of the SLA iterations (Fig. 5(d)). The corresponding
results are next, correlated with the emerged total num-
ber of users associated with each BS versus the SLA
iterations (Fig. 5(e)). Owing to the fact that the MBS pro-
vides complete coverage to the considered wireless network
topology, the mean MBS’s probability of being selected is
higher compared to the rest of the BSs during the first
SLA iterations. As a result, the total number of users
associated with the MBS is, also, higher during the first
SLA iterations. As the algorithm’s execution evolves, part
of the users that where initially assigned with the MBS
are uniformly assigned with other BSs after assessing the
tradeoff between user-to-BS distance and BSs’ bandwidth
availability.

FIGURE 7. Wireless network simulation topology with non-uniform user distribution.

Targeting at the interpretation of the RL-enabled asso-
ciation mechanism’s internal features that steer such a
user-to-BS association, we provide an analysis regarding the
evolution of the BSs’ reputation based on their history of
users’ BTS evaluations. Specifically, Fig. 6(a) presents the
sum users’ BTS score for each BS (i.e., sum of “YES” and
“NO” answers) after the algorithm’s convergence, which is
actually captured by the counters Sc and Fc. Accordingly,
Fig. 6(b) depicts each BSs’ reputation with respect to the
SLA iterations. At this point, it should be recalled that for a
total number of 120 SLA iterations, the sum BTS scores of
“YES” and “NO” answers add up to 60, due to the Sc and Fc
counters’ increment with a step equal to 0.5. Following our
analysis and focusing on the MBS, the dominance of its asso-
ciated far-distanced users, whose achieved data rate is not
satisfying enough, leads to an equal to zero “YES” BTS score
(Fig. 6(a)), justifying the degradation of the MBS’s reputa-
tion over the SLA iterations (Fig. 6(b)). In the contrary, the
short-distanced users communicating with the PBSs, whose
available bandwidth is adequate enough to provide them with
a satisfying service, vote in favor of the PBSs, causing an
increase in the reputation of the latter over the SLA iterations.
However, this observation does not apply for the users served
by the UAVs, mainly due to the restricted UAVs’ available
bandwidth.
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FIGURE 8. Comparative evaluation between SLA, short distance and random association per BS, in terms of (a) total number of associated users, (b) sum of users’ powers
and (c) sum of users’ rates, under uniform users’ distribution.

FIGURE 9. Comparative evaluation between SLA, short distance and random association per BS, in terms of (a) total number of associated users, (b) sum of users’ powers
and (c) sum of users’ rates, under non-uniform users’ distribution.

FIGURE 10. Comparative evaluation between SLA, short distance and random association in terms of the overall achieved Jain’s fairness index under (a) uniform users’
distribution and (b) non-uniform users’ distribution.

C. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION
This section is devoted to demonstrating the effective-
ness of the devised unified scheme towards the achieved
users’ fairness in the share of the available resources.
Specifically, our proposed RL-based user-to-BS association
mechanism is compared against other heuristic mechanisms,
i.e., short-distance and random associations. Following the
short-distance associations, the users are associated with the
BS in their closest proximity, whereas based on the ran-
dom association the users are randomly associated with
a BS, given that they belong to its coverage area. After
the association phase, for fairness in the comparison, the

contract-theoretic power allocation designed in this article
is also applied to the derived short-distance and random
user-to-BS associations. Apart from the different association
mechanisms used for benchmarking purposes, we adduce an
additional comparative analysis considering different spatial
user distributions. Specifically, the results presented encom-
pass the cases of both uniform (Fig. 3) and non-uniform
(Fig. 7) user distribution. Both wireless network deploy-
ments consist of the same number and type of BSs, as well
as the same number of users.
Fig. 8(a)-8(c) present the resulting total number of asso-

ciated users to each BS, as well as the sum of users’
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transmission power and achieved data rate per BS, after
the application of each unified alternative scheme under the
uniform user distribution case. Similar results are derived for
the case of non-uniform user distribution in Fig. 9(a)-9(c).
A comparison between the resulting fairness in terms of
the users’ achieved data rates under each unified alternative
scheme is introduced in Fig. 10(a)-10(b). To evaluate the
users’ fairness, we consider the converged user-to-BS asso-
ciations between the users u ∈ U and BSs c ∈ C and derive
the system’s overall fairness applying the fairness criterion
known as Jain’s index [46], defined as follows

J =
(∑|U|

u=1 R
c
u

)2

|U| · ∑|U|
u=1

(
Rcu

)2
, J ∈ [0, 1]. (38)

Nominally, Jain’s index constitutes an independent of scale
criterion that measures how fair and even the performed share
of throughput is in distributed computer systems. The higher
the index, the fairer the resource allocation is. Hence, the
maximum index value is obtained in the case when all users
receive the same share of resources, which in our analysis
corresponds to the equal share of the data rates.
Considering the uniform user distribution case, there

exists a direct discrimination between the unified scheme
employing short-distance compared to the SLA and random-
based association mechanisms, stemming from the uneven
user-to-BS association induced when applying short-distance
(Fig. 8(a)). In more detail, due to the shortest intermediate
distance between the users and the PBSs and UAVs, a sig-
nificantly high number of users is ultimately served by the
PBSs and UAVs, while an extremely low number of users
is associated with the MBS. As a result, the low number of
users served by the MBS achieves an extremely high data rate
compared to the rest of the users’ served by the small BSs of
restricted bandwidth resources (Fig. 8(c)), whereas a subtle
differentiation is observed in terms of sum users’ consumed
power across the different unified schemes (Fig. 8(b)). The
unfair share in the users’ data rate is further corroborated
by the resulting Jain’s fairness index, depicted in Fig. 10(a).
Indeed, the users’ fairness when applying the short-distance
association mechanism is very low, while the SLA-based
and random-based unified schemes present similar behavior
under the uniform user distribution.
Subsequently, we investigate the case of non-uniform user

distribution (Fig. 7). Emphasizing on the operation of the
random-based unified scheme, we observe that there are no
adequate incentives for the random association mechanism
to uniformly associate the users with different BSs other
than the PBS2 and MBS (Fig. 9(a)), in the proximity of
which the majority of the users are located (as observed in
Fig. 7). Consequently, the remarkably high number of users
associated with the PBS2 experience lower data rates com-
pared to the rest of the users (Fig. 9(c)). Also, the large
number of users associated with the MBS also achieve low
data rates, which are balanced due to the high bandwidth
availability that characterizes the MBS. This result is further

confirmed by the obtained Jain’s fairness index presented in
Fig. 10(b). The SLA-enabled user-to-BS association mech-
anism concludes to a more even and fair share in the users’
achieved data rates, by associating them in a uniform manner
with different BSs. Also, the results reveal that the users’
association with longer-distanced BSs from the users is per-
formed with the cost of increased sum of users’ consumed
powers (Fig. 9(b)).

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this work, a unified resource orchestration framework
jointly performing the user-to-BS association and the result-
ing optimal power allocation in heterogeneous wireless
networks is introduced, based on the principles of contract
theory and reinforcement learning. Specifically, a rein-
forcement learning mechanism based on the theory of the
stochastic learning automata is adopted to enable the users
to select the base station to be associated with, by con-
sidering the feedback of the surrounding communications
environment and the users’ subjective opinion regarding the
quality of service provided by the base stations. Then, a
contract-theoretic mechanism is proposed that captures the
interactions between the base stations and the corresponding
users that are served by them, following the labor economics
principle. A maximization problem of each base station’s
utility function is formulated, while jointly considering the
optimality of each user’s utility function, given its character-
istics and type, concluding to the optimal uplink transmission
power of each user. A low complexity unified user asso-
ciation and power allocation algorithm is devised. Finally,
detailed numerical results are provided, demonstrating the
operation and benefits of the proposed user association and
power allocation framework.
Part of our current and future work refers to the resource

management problem in a multi-tier architecture, target-
ing the end-to-end communication path. Such a setting,
includes not only the radio access part which has been the
focus of our work here, but also the backhauling commu-
nication link from the various types of cells to the core
network. The challenge is that the overall resource manage-
ment can be treated under the proposed contract-theoretic
framework, where the employers’ and employees’ roles are
interchangeable between successive tiers. Such an approach
could capture in a formal manner the impact and inter-
dependencies of the resource management decisions and
constraints among the different tiers, towards delivering end-
to-end resource orchestration. Finally, it is of high research
interest and part of our future work, to further investigate and
exploit the applicability of the proposed framework in the
recently emerging reconfigurable intelligent surface-based
systems, which are envisioned to be part of the upcoming
6G wireless networks [47], [48].
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